SEEING WHITENESS
FOR
ANTI-RACIST ACTION
If you are white, serious about raising anti-racist children, and want to grow into a
more constructive participant in the Drew mission to build a better, more equitable
and just future - this circle is for you!
-Natalie Law Lee, past participant and current Drew parent

Six facilitated, 90-minute sessions for
approximately 8-12 Drew parents via Zoom.
Welcoming & judgment free space for open and
honest conversation and learning.
Conversation around concepts drawn from BIPOC
voices and scholarship, including So You Want to
Talk about Race (Ijeoma Oluo) and How to Be
Anti-Racist (Ibram X. Kendi), The Racial Healing
Handbook (Dr. Annelise Singh) and a weekly
practice of listening to black voices. We also use
concepts from Robin DiAngelo’s White Fragility
as a basis for some of our conversations.
In the space between sessions, “home practice”
is given in the form of podcasts, video, and
articles intended to complement the ongoing
practice and muscle building of noticing racial
stress and how whiteness works.
Seeing Whiteness is offered to all Drew parents,
regardless of financial status. The recommended
contribution for the program is $350. Some
people pay more, and others pay less or nothing
at all. Everyone is welcome.

“My discoveries from the class have helped every day
in family, social and even business relationships. I
really hope more Drew dads will make the small
investment of time to better understand themselves,
how they and their families interact with the Drew
community and our greater Atlanta community as
well. Please invest in yourself and sign up.
-parent Chad Hoffecker

Next cohort starts the week of
September 12!
Snap a photo
of the QR code
to register
today.
“I did this program last year with a group of Drew
parents and it is absolutely fantastic. High quality
content and leaders, and the discussions were very
relevant and thought-provoking for how I show up in
our school community and elsewhere. 100%
recommend.”
-parent Lauren Harms

